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Students react to Foundations
of Modern Culture course
The Foundations ooff Modern Culture
course has been underway for over a
month, and in an effort to determine the
o f the course so far, Bagpipe
success of
questioned over a dozen freshmen. AlAl
month
though one m
onth is probably not a long
enough period to allow a legitimate evaleval
uation, many of the students interviewed
expressed similar opinions concerning the
value of the course to them.
!n
In general, student reaction to the
Foundations course was positive: they
recognized its importance in their liberal
arts education and especially in developing
a Christian perspective of the world. Paul
Maynard, a sophomore, stated that he was
“really enthusiastic about this course. It
"really
has lived up to what I thought it would
be. I would say that one problem is that
students aren't doing the reading because
it’s
times."
it's tough and boring at times.”
Mary Sue Van Gorkam, a sophomore
Founwho is auditing the course, thinks Foun
dations should be taught to freshmen, as
it is, but adds that she thinks the faculty
de
should take each philosophy in more detail. She says, "Foundations
“ Foundations is giving
freshmen a solid basis for their future colcol
lege work. I have found it useful in realizrealiz
ing the necessity for evaluating my own
underChristian faith. I hope the faculty under
stands that a lot of us are ju
st getting
just
used to thinking about presuppositions,
it's difficult. So I think more class
and it’s
helpful.”
discussion would be helpful."
There were several suggestions made by
nearly all students taking the course who
were interviewed. One was that more
time should be spent studying each man
and his ideas. Most students felt that if
the philosophers were studied in a bit
more detail, they would grasp their ideas
more readily. For instance, Bob Byrne
“ that if more detail
said that he thought "that
is given to us concerning the philosophers,
we will be able to understand and rememremem
ber their important
im portant concepts. We do get
an understanding of these men, but not to
a point where we can refute them proper
properly from a Christian standpoint."
standpoint.”
Another suggestion was that the topics
con
of the discussion groups should be confined to what is covered in the lectures.
Some students stated that although the
discussions were always interesting, they
lacked a direction of purpose, and did not
reinforce the lecture material.
Many wished for a text less difficult
than Whitehead's
Whitehead’s Adventures in Ideas.
Several expressed frustration with regard
to the Whitehead readings and suggested
that other texts be used.
Sophomore Dan Fearnow feels that
disthe course is not being sufficiently dis
“ Dr.
cussed from a Christian standpoint: "Dr.
Sanderson gives us the philosophies during
ithout commenting on
without
lecture time w
unthem. His lectures arc
are profitable and un

:1g a very good job.
derstandable-he’s
dc 'ng
he's d1.:
derstandableI think that in the discussion groups these
philosophies should be discussed in ChrisChris
tian perspective. But because we get off
isn’t done ad
adon too many tangents, this isn't
equately."
equately.”
Dan added that ••it
“ it is very difficult to
make a proper evaluation of
o f the course
with only one month's
m onth’s experience. After
a whole semester we will be able to get a
better overall picture of its value.
—B.
ilto n
Tilton
-8. T

SMC announces
cultural events
Southern Missionary College, located in
Collegedale, Tennessee, will present sev
several outstanding concerts during its 1970artist’s series. Included in SMC's
SMC’s culcul
71 artist's
C h attatural events this year are the Chatta
nooga Symphony Orchestra, The RoR o
meros, Jerome Hines, and the Collegiate
Singers of Purdue University. Tickets
for each event in the artist series are two
dollars.
Renowned opera star Jerome Hines
will appear on November 14. Formerly
with the Metropolitan Opera, Mr. Hines
has performed as a soloist with major or
orchestras throughout North and South
America and Europe, and has composed
a religious opera based on the life of
Christ.
The Chattanooga Symphony will per
perform on Tuesday, January 26, under its
director, Richard Cormier. The program
an
for the concert has not yet been announced.
R o
On Saturday, February 20, the Romeros will bring their guitar artistry to
SMC. The Romeros are a family·
family ensemble
o
f
four
guitarists,
each
one
an outstanding
of
virtuoso in his own right. They perform
guitar music from all periods, including
some very exciting flamenco arrangements
for four guitars.
Uni
The Collegiate Singers of Purdue University will be at SMC on April 10. The
Collegiate Singers is an all-male group
which presents a variety of light-hearted,
entertaining, music. They have performed
with Bob Hope, Ed Sullivan, David Rose,
and others.
In addition to their artist series, SMC
will also sponsor a chamber series and
travelogue adventure series'. Highlighting
the chamber series is an organ workshop
and concert presented by Robert Rayfield on January 25. Further information
on any ooff these series may be obtained by
writing Marvin L. Robertson, Southern
Tennes
Missionary College, Collegedale, Tennes--B.Tilton
B . T i lt o n
see 37315.

City
C ity Commissioner Conrad

Commissioner defends
metro government
ConChattanooga city commissioner Steve Con
rad lectured on politics and the "metro
“ metro
concept” of city government to Covenant's
Covenant’s
concept"
Monfreshmen English Composition class Mon
of Northday morning. Conrad, :ia graduate ofNorthChatwestern University who settled in Chat
tanooga in the l1950s,
950s, has been involved
with local city politics for the past three
and a half years. Chattanooga, he says,
has "five
“five mayors"
mayors” -four
—four city commiscommis

mayor-who
who each have
sioners and the mayor—
one legislative vote in policy-making and
procedure.
“m etro concept"
concept”
Conrad supports the "metro
govern
of consolidated county and city government. He feels that the city commission
system, in which commissioners wear the
or" policy maker and policy adtwo hats of
ad
ministrator, is largely inefficient because
resof conflict of interest between these res
ponsibilities and lack of
o f time to do an adad
equate job.
Economy calls for consolidation, he
“artificial
says. He would like tc see the "artificial
county' '
boundaries between city and county”
broken down to unify efforts in education,
police force protection, taxation·,
taxation, etc.
City-county consolidation would result in
more equitable financing ooff urban-rural
interests in the long run. Conrad stated
“we should not
not be afraid to make
that "we
better."
changes for the better.”
There have already been two public
votes on metro
m etro government, but both
were defeated. Despite a sizable black
vote against it, the vote was passed in the
city. Conrad attributes defeat of the
vote in the county to "raw
“raw emotionalism"
emotionalism”
often present in political campaigns. He
predicts that metro government will be
adopted by the Chattanooga area within
the next three to four years. At present
there are only about a half-dozen metro
governments in the country, as compared
to 228 metropolitan areas.
ques
Commissioner Conrad answered ques“I want
tions from students and urged, "I
o litic s..
. . Pol
Pol....
all good men to get into ppolitics
itics is public business [and] has as its
public.”
- S . Bouma
-S.
goal service of the public."

Plum Nelly
again a success
TAR TA N
TARTAN
Since most students have begun to
recover from the blow ooff registraregistra
tion expenses, the Covenant College
yearbook, the Tartan, will go on
eve
r1ext week from Monday evesale next
ning through Friday evening. In
defiance of
o f rising production costs
(we’ve heard it before!), subscripsubscrip
(we've
tions will again sell for $8.00.
This $8.00, however, is only twothirds ooff the students'
students’ cost, since
or $4.00
almost a third of the cost ((or
per student) comes from the Student
Activity Fee. Each student, there
therefore, has already invested almost a
third of his cost. The point is obob
vious.
Not so obvious, though, is the
fact that all subscriptions must be
paid by the end of the semester, or
no student will be permitted to take
finals. That means no credit for the
semester's
semester’s work.

Plum Nelly, a clothesline art show for
local artists and craftsmen to show and
sell their work, was again a tremendous
success this year as thousands showed up
to take a look and buy. In charge of the
show is a woman named Fannie Mennon
who does prints and makes m
oney on the
money
proceeds from the show.
It is an ·artist's
artist’s "Woodstock"
“ Woodstock” without
music, and for straight to senii-straigh
semi-straightt
people Doyle Wolfe even gets badgered
about his beard. He is one of the showing
artists who did what many considered a
beautiful painting of a nude subject in a
chair.
Much of the work is amateur. Some of
it is corny; much of it is not offensive at
all. Other things are more craft-like than
adventures into color, shape, or design.
Shuptrine is the real craftsman when
it comes to painting by numbers. He sold
paintings—most ooff which were
all ooff his paintings-most
to one couple.
apiece-to
$1,000 apiece—
Plum Nelly lasts only two days. It is
a refreshing weekend in the backwoods of
Georgia. One might say there is not much
_art in this part of the world, but at least
he can't
can’t say there ain't
ain’t none. --R.
r . Nabors
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What if we all get drafted to fight,
and it's the battle of Armageddon,
011 the wrong sside?.
and we are on
ide?.. .

From the isolation of
o f our mountaintop retreat, the major events ooff the
world "out
there"
seem
often to be ooff little significance. To maintain an
“o u t there”
often
awareness ooff the things that are happening to our "fellows"
“fellow s” several thou
thousand·
sand•miles away ( or
oraa mile away) requires a deliberate mental effort.
Within the last two weeks (freshmen already know this) the Middle
East nation of
o f Jordan has been torn and battered by civil war and invasion.
Innocent mothers, fathers, lovers, and good friends have been slaughtered
in the wake ooff the conflict between King Hussein and the Palestinian
guerrillas. In order to get some insights and possible answers to this
whole Middle East problem, we questioned Dr. Charles Donaldson, who
spent six of
o f his earlier years in Jordan, Dr. John Young, who has spent
most
m
ost ooff his life in foreign countries, and Dr. William Barker, Assistant
Professor in History. Here in a capsule form are their replies.
Bagpipe: Many of us have grown up hearing about the re-cstablishment
re-establishment of
the Jewish State in terms of fulfillment ooff prophecy. This often results
res~lts in
"Go, Israel!”
Israel!" attitude.
attitude . To what extent should we allow our knowledge
a “Go,
of eschatology to influence our thinking about the Middle East? Should
we stand in the middle, giving both Arab and Jew equal consideration?

Young: If we’ve
we've been studying in evangelical Christian churches, we’ve
we've
heard a great deal about the fact that the Old Testament does hold pro
prophecies about a future return of the Jews to Israel. Now as to how we
should let this guide us in our reaction to the present situation, I would say
we're talking about prophecy we’re
that basically when we’re
we're talking about the
secret will of God which has been just slightly revealed to us in the decrees
of God, in the plan ooff God. I believe that there will be a return of the Jews
as a physical race to Jerusalem. Now granted that this is so, and we have
a case today where Israel is back in that land, does this mean that we,
knowing that it is God's
God’s will that someday Israel shall go back there, auto
automatically back the Jews in their present effort to rule the land of Israel?
I would say no, you cannot automatically take prophecy as a guide for
conduct. The revealed will ooff God has a lot to say how we should consider
We're Christians. We’re
such instances. We’re
We're concerned with God’s
God's justice, His
we're concerned to use our influence wherever we
righteousness; and we’re
can in order that righteousness and justice should prevail. This is the
revealed will ooff God for us. Now the prophecy is there that they will go
back, and we can expect -that
God's time this will be accomplished. But
that in God’s
it's a lot easier to say that this is what God’s
it’s
God's word requires o
off me than to
apply justice and equity to the situation between the Jews and the Arabs
today. How do you go about it? That is a very difficult question, but I
think it is the one that the United States government and evangelical
Christians ought to be concerned with, because God wants us, as He has
revealed very clearly, to be on the side of
o f righteousness.

Donaldson
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Donaldson: If the re-establishment of Israel is a fulfillment of prophecy,
don't think it’s
it's necessary to promote Israel’s
and it may very well be, I don’t
Israel's
cause and go to their defense at every turn. I think the principles that we
need to follow are the principles of justice to individual people. I don't
don’t
mean only justice to the Arabs. But I'm
I’m concerned for justice to both
Arabs and Jews. I realize that the Jews over the years have been persecuted
very severely, especially during the Second World War, and they needed a
place to go. But I think that that point is made so strongly that peopie
forget about justice for the Arabs, many ooff whom were uprooted from
their homes as a result ooff the Jews'
Jews’ return.
Barker: Il have to .admit
admit that my personal understanding of Biblical escha
eschatology has given me an interest in what’s
what's developing in Israel, and I do see
the formation ooff the state of Israel as
<!-Saa fulfillment of
o f Biblical prophecy.
I'd say that prophecy, even if
ifwe
I’d
we feel sure about it, should not influence
what we do. Rather we always have to go on the basis of ethical principles
in Scripture even if we feel the Scriptures indicate a definite end, that alone
can't justify our using any means.
can’t
Bagpipe: Do you favor then giving aid to both the Arabs and the Israelis?
If you were in ppower
o w e r....
..

Barker: ff
If I had the responsibility of determining U.S. policy in the
Middle East, I think that we would have to try to produce a viable peace.
peace.
The state of Israel is there, and the sooner it is recognized as a permanent
reality by the Arab nations, the better. We would have to work toward
time; we would have to try to produce a just
that end, and, at the same time,
treatment of the Palestinian refugees, making sure that they got some
compensation for the land that was taken from them. We would also
want to maintain a working relationship with both Israeli and Arab as long
as we could manage it. I think part of our problem is that, because ooff the
large, influential Jewish propulation in the U.S., the Arab nations have
tended to be driven into the arms of the Russians and the Communist
power block. That's-unfortunate-I
That’s unfortunate—I don't
don’t think it should necessarily be
that way. In other words, from a standpoint of what is just, we can't
can’t just
say the Israelis are the good guys and the Arabs are the bad guys. Even
from the standpoint of Biblical prophecy, we can’t
can't sensibly take sides just
on the feeling that the Israelis are being restored as a result of
o f God's
God’s
providence. That doesn't
doesn’t mean that we are to side with them ultimately.
We have to decide that in terms of
o f Christian ethics.
Bagpipe: In light of the expansiveness of
o f this whole Middle East problem,
and possible U.S. involvement, is there any justification for our post-war
role as international policeman? Are we caught up in an inescapable
dilemma caused by the obligation to maintain a certain stability in the
attempts
world and the persistent attem
pts at disruption ooff this balance by the
Soviet Union?
Young: This is a complex question, but I think I would prefer to start at
the answer this way. Christianity places a great responsibility on indiviindivi
duals to try to bring pressure on their own nation to do the right thing.
Now, the great pressure on the United States is that from the beginning it
has had tremendous influence from Christians and in a sense has had a
Christian conscience. Since World War II, it has had this tremendous
responsibility to either use this power in an influential way for peace and
justice, which Christians would certainly desire, or to draw away from that
leadership because of the high cost. If the United States chooses the
latter course certainly someone else is going to try to fill the void. This is
human nature. Russia has tried to do this in the past. Today, it seems to
be less militarily aggressive than in the past, but still we know that the
philosophy of Karl Marx is the underlying philosophy behind Russia and
the other Communist countries. If we do not in any way exercise a
restraining force towards that aggrandizement, then inevitably smaller
powers will be pressured to turn to the way of Communism. Now, the
dilemma is to what extent should we make promises, to what extent should
we offer aid, and this is just where we are
arc caught at the present time. But
I think we have to face the fact that if we renege altogether and say this is
not our responsibility, let all the other nations solve their problems their
way. that we are going to see
sec the smaller nations forcibly seized and
own way,
taken over by a new type ooff government that is not their choice voluntar
voluntarily. Basically, I think that’s
that's what happened to China. I fail really to sec
see
a justification for that attitude Biblically. We are our brothers’
brothers' keeper.
brothers' keeper everywhere all the tim
Now we can't
can’t be our brothers’
e-th
ere ’s a
timethere's
line somewhere beyond which we can’t
can't go.
Barker: I think we have to face the fact that we’ve
we've become a world power,
we've got certain responsibilities. I don't
and that means we’ve
don’t see these, how
howc
ever, as maintaining stability. I think as soon as we put it that way, then
we're
we re opposed to any kind of civil disturbance or revolution anywhere in
the world—
world-as
if that's
as it
that s going to upset the apple cart that we’re
we're maintaining.
don't sec
I don’t
see that as the position of the U.S. in the world today.
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Bagpipe: Do you see that as a position that we are following or one that
we should follow?
Barker: Either one. Il think that first of all what we should follow, and I
don't think we follow this altogether, is the maintaining of justice every
don’t
everywords,!
where. In other w
ords,! think we have no business fomenting insurrection
anywhere, even in Communist countries. I think that our support of the
Bay of Pigs invasion is questionable. We are the aggressor in an instance
like that, we are intervening in the affairs ooff another country. IIt's
t’s not our
job to intervene to overturn existing governments, but that doesn’t
doesn't mean
at the same time that we are going to put down every kind of insurrection
or revolt. There are, in addition to the Communist regimes, other regimes
that I think are unjust. In other words, I see our role not just as one of
maintaining stability, or not just one ooff anti-Communism. But it ought
to be one ooff upholding principles of
o f justice, which I think include freedom
and law and the full development of
o f the individual as a creature of
o f God.
that's what we should be doing in the
From a Christian standpoint, I feel that’s
w
orld.
world.

them establish themselves and live a good life, have sufficient to eat. For
the Arabs this would mean providing them with land and money. You
made this comment about international Communism. It
It was surprising to
to
me during the first week ooff Foundations this year that so many freshmen
seemed to assume that the Arabs were pro-Communist. In their own
thoughts they allied the Arabs with the Communists and that’s
that's not true.
The Arabs do get help from the Soviet Union, because they can't
can’t get it in
sufficient supply anywhere else. But they’re
they're not particularly interested in
adopting the Communist line, except for some of these extreme guerrilla
groups. In fact Arabs at large are quite wary of the Communists and have
outlawed the Communist party in most of their countries. In Egypt, for
example, the Communist party has been outlawed as long as Nasser has
been in power.

Bagpipe: Would you predict some of
o f the possible consequences of
Nasser's sudden death?
Nasser’s
Young: I think that it could go either way. I don't
don’t think that we should
think that this is necessarily for the good of peace. It may not be that
way. Nasser seemed more recently to have toned down. This may have
been a posture, it may not have been for real. But he was a stabilizing
influence in Egypt. Now that he is gone, this may bring division. It may
bring a split in Egypt. Maybe a stable situation has been disrupted there,
and this may not be for the good of peace. On the other hand, it may be
that the one who comes to the leadership of Egypt may not be as fanatifanati
cally anti-Israel. It
It may not turn out that way. So its rather hard to pre
predict what the outcome will be, which I think is the reason there is such
great anxiety. We're
We’re usually anxious when we don't
don’t know the course of
the future.

Bagpipe: You’re
You're saying that we have that obligation to assert our power
to assure justice over injustice?
Barker: We have to face the fact that we don’t
don't have inexhaustible
we've got to be realistic about what we’re
resources, so we’ve
we're able to do, and
that means a kind of
o f picking and choosing. But as soon as we fail to
respond to a situation where clearly an injustice is being done and where
we’re
we're invited by a responsible person within the situation to participate,
then our moral position may be questioned by anybody in the world. Now
there is a danger in all this, as pointed out by writers like Reinhold
Niebuhr and Herbert Butterfield. As soon as we assume that we can act as
international policemen, we cloke ourselves in righteousness and m
orality,
morality.
we assume that we’re
always
on
the
right
side.
This
is
a
real
question,
and
we're
some people have questioned our role in Viet Nam on that basis. Can we
be sure that we are really on the right side there, do the people in Viet
Nam really desire our intervention, and is what we are supporting there
clearly better than Communism!
Communism? I’m
I'm merely raising the question.
Bagpipe: Having lived in Jordan, could you possibly say something to
disspell the attitude ooff Arabs as fanatical, high-strung, emotional?

Donaldson: I think its going to mean that there will be a period of some
uncertainty in the Middle East. Whether we agreed with Nasser or not, he
did an amazing thing in uniting the Arabs. In recent years, especially in
the last few m
onths, Nasser had really moderated quite a bit in his willing
months,
willingness to accept, at least verbally, the American peace proposals. So with
his death there is a possibility that there will be quite a bit ooff feuding
among the various groups, and the new leader very probably will not
provide the needed unifying effect and may very well be much more
radical.
--G.
G . Lindley
Lindley

We hope that our readers d
on’t m
ind reading so much Qf the opinions of
o f our
don't
mind
faculty.
fa cu lty. Maybe we sh
o u ld n't still call o
u r paper a "student
"stu d e n t paper." A
shouldn't
our
Att any rate,
there is a tremendous am
ount o
ork w
hich goes into
in to producing
producing an interview
amount
off w
work
which
interview
like
like this. First,
F irst, reporter Gary Lindley
Lindley had to
hat questions he w
ould
to decide w
what
would
ask. Then, w
ith tape recorder in
id hours o
listening to
inter
with
in hand, he d
did
off listening
to those interviewed. Naomi Black typ
e d the entire
typed
entire conversations, and then Lindley
Lindley spent
hours editing
editing them
—slashing, cla
rifyin g, sm
oothing them
o u t. So w
h ile the thoughts
them-slashing,
clarifying,
smoothing
them out.
while
thoughts
in th
is article are those of
o f fa
c u lty members, they still w
o u ld n
o t have appeared
this
faculty
would
not
wi,hout
w
ith o u t dedicated hours o
o rk by these students. We also thank th
e faculty
off w
work
the
faculty
members interviewed fo
e to
e ir opinions.
forr taking the tim
time
to voice th
their

.

Young

Barker: The consequences are, of course, unpredictable. Anything could
happen. In his more recent years, I think, Nasser was becoming a more
responsible leader and had something ooff a stabilizing effect on the more
radical Arabs. Now that that’s
that's removed, who knows what effect that may
have? If there’s
there's anarchy and chaos within Egypt this may mean one of two
things. The Palestinian guerrillas may be freer to follow a radical course,
or, on the other hand, it may mean that the Israelis are in a better position
to pursue their course ooff action without fear of concentrated threat
from their Egytian flank. But it really is hard to predict.

Donaldson: I think that the Islamic religion makes a person somewhat
fanatical. But, really my concern is for the number of Christians that are
there. Most Americans seem to think that the Arabs are almost totally
Muslim, which is not true. Especially in Palestine, a very large percentage
are Christians, though not necessarily evangelical Christians. We have
churches there. The response of the Arabs to the gospel has been much
better than the response ooff the Jews to missionaries who have gone out.
I think part of my reason for wanting justice
justice to be done to the Arabs is
that I’m
I'm concerned about the Christians that are there. The Christians
there have a more difficult time than we might expect, because they’ve
they've
adopted what to the Muslims is a Western religion. They are thus consi
considered to be to some extent allied with the West. When you hear Arabs
accusing the United States ooff helping Israel, they in turn persecute the
Christian Arabs because they think the Christians are allied with the West,
and therefore allied with Israel. So it’s
it's a very touchy situation.
Bagpipe: Should we try to maintain a balance between Arab and Jew?
Are we justified in doing that?
Donaldson: I think of
o f our role in terms ooff trying to be helpful to the
people. N
ot helping them necessarily defend themselves, but helping
Not

Barker
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SCOT CALENDAR

Against Toccoa, Warren Vreeland took several shots
b u t somehow not one went in.
like this, but

ft
11

1
You can
can’t
t play soccer in oxfords 1199
You

The Covenant soccer team trimmed a
prostrong Toccoa Falls squad, 1-0, and pro
ceeded to demolish Georgia State College
week3-0 and Oxford College 17-0 in a week
o f action which showed the Scots
end of
to be what everyone expected them to
be—a
be-a good team, but left doubts in the
minds of some who had hoped for what
could be called a truly great team.
Thursday the Scots coupled a hustling
defensive game with a strong, if sporadic,
passing attack, to beat the Toccoa Falls
Eagles, 1-0. They controlled the ball well,
oppor
setting up an abundance of scoring opportunities, but were stymied in those crucial,
final attempts
attem pts to actually put the ball into
the goal. Perhaps one reason was the
minor injury of center forward Peter
Mollenkof in the second quarter. AnoAno
Scots’ low
ther factor contributing to the Scots'
score was the perpetual presence of the
Eagle’ss fullbacks.
fullbacks . They were big, strong,
Eagle'
quick—possibly the best fullbacks the
and quickScots will face all year. The only score of
the game came on a 19-yard direct kick by
be“ Cat” George which slipped be
Steve "Cat"
tween two Toccoa players, escaping the
attention of the Toccoa goalie until it was
too late. Covenant goalie Rob Rayburn
finest• perenjoyed what was probably his finest
per
formance of the year, (he even got a
chance to perform in this one), making
er
several sparkling saves, and doing an errorless, intelligent job of clearing the area
in front of the goal.
A
fter the Georgia State College game
After
in which Covenant capitalized on only
o f what seemed to be dozens of
three of
scoring opportunities, the Scots proceeded
to massacre a frightened, paralyzed, and
team..
eventually horrified Oxford College team

Bow
17-0 sounds as though Coach Walter Bowscore.. Dut
But really,
man was running up the score
it was all he could do to keep the score
from going higher. Halftime consisted of
a brainstorming session in which the coach
and his players discussed every conceivaconceiva
Coble strategy to decelerate the scoring. Co
captain David Stanton ended halftime
proceedings with what turned out to be
nothing more than a sick joke:
“C’mon,
joke : "C'mon,
'em!"
g e t’em!”
Fellows! We can get
Coach Bowman switched his men into
the most awkward lineups-Rick
lineups—Rick Tyson at
forward, Max Armes at fullback
fullback—
de
- but despite his efforts, the Covenant score concon
tinued to rise.
didn’tt
rise . The only thing he didn'
try was to have the fullbacks bring the
ball all the way back to their own penalty
area and touch the ball with their hands,
thus giving goalie Rob Rayburn practice
at stopping panalty kicks. It still would
have been a shut-out.
--T.
T . Belz

9 Friday
0 pm: Cross country,
co u n try, Sewanee, here
:00
4 :0
All-school social, off-campus
10 Saturday
:00 pm: Soccer, St. Bernard, here
1
1:00
13 Tuesday
3:00 pm: Soccer, W. Georgia, here
Un (TN)
3 :0
0 pm: Cross country,
co u n try, Frank
Franktin
:00
Invitational, away
8 :0 0 pm: Recital, Miss Anita
A n ita Jubin
Jubin
8:00
15 Thursday
Mid-semester marks due
16.
16 Friday
Candlelight dinner
Faculty
F aculty Forum
Forum
Literary Society
17 Saturday
Homecoming
10:00 am: Cross co
u n try, Bryan Invitational,
country,
10:00
away
2 :0 0 pm: Soccer, Bryan, here
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VISIT

RUBY
RUBY FALLS
inside Lookout Mountain Caves
D A IL Y
OPEN DAILY

R A IN OR SHINE
SHINE
RAIN

7, 8, 9 Dr. Young
12 Student Association Meeting
13, 14, 15 Dr. Olney
19 Dr. N. Barker

p
izza villa
pizza
“N othing Beatsa PizzaPizza"Nothing
E
xcept
Maybe
Our Spaghetti"
Spaghetti’
Except

0

rfischer ~vans
(SLvans
cf1scher
jewelers, @nc.
Qy'nc;
cJewelers,

3607 Ringgold Road
Chattanooga
Tennessee

Phone 629-3311
Closed every Monday

Carter H. Evans
RJ-CG-AGS
Eighth and Market
Chattanooga
Tennessee 37402

Cross country team stumbles
as David Lipscomb wins
perThe Covenant cross country team per
formed creditably against David LipsLips
Nashcomb Saturday, but the powerful Nash
ville team grabbed the first four places
to win the meet. For Covenant David DuDu
mont finished fifth, Jim Wildeman sixth,
Kevin Ivery eighth, Barry McWilliams
ninth, and Paul Talley tenth. The score
was an improvement for Covenant from
year's complete whitewash by David
last year’s
Lipscomb.
The Scot runners can sport a winning
record by defeatiug
defeating Sewanee this Friday
here at Covenant. Last year the Sewanee
team barely edged Covenant.
--J.
J . Wilson

Phone: 267-0901

LOOKOUT
MOUNTAIN
M O UNTAIN
CLEANERS,
Inc.
30 pm
am—5:30
7: 00 am-5:
Monday-Friday: 7:00
am—1:00 pm
Saturday: 7:00 am-1:00
Phone: 821-6544
—Complete laundry service
-Complete
—Complete alteration service
-Complete

COME AND SEE
F A IR Y LA N D CAVERNS
CA VEFtNS
THE FAIRYLAND
and all the other things there are
to see and do at Rock City!

Fairyland

F a iry la n d

Drugs
D ru g s

^

SPECIAL PRESCRIPTION
PRICES to all Covenant
students and faculty

W

Enjoy

DISTINCTIVE
GIFTS

U L S lIC ffffT M
Trade-mark

The TOP SHOP
831-1627

_

Free delivery

Watauga Lane

m

s

m

B
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Phone 821-2911

a t the Lookout Mountain Shopping Center
Behind the Post Office at

